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VINGA 3 SERIES:
31 MPH

Awake RÄVIK S:  
36 MPH

Awake RÄVIK 3
36 MPH

SUITABLE FOR

Power key leash, Battery
charger, Foot straps, Hand

controller charger, Fins and
hand controller

Top Speed

ASSEMBLY TIME 

15 Min

PACKAGE
INCLUDES

Awake RÄVIK 3

Up to 60 min
foiling (1.9 kWh)

Awake RÄVIK S

Up to 45 min ride
(2.9 kWh)

VINGA 3 SERIES

What I need to know?

These Boards are crafted for riders to challenge
themselves and to push beyond the limits of
the sports.
Compact and agile, safe and powerful,
accessible but challenging.
Awake truly excels in the world of jet boards,
particularly with their impressive RÄVIK 3 and
RÄVIK S models. While we offer other
companies' efoils, these two Awake models are
absolutely outstanding!

WEIGHT
(EXCLUDING

BATTERY):
VINGA 3 SERIES:

44 Lbs
Awake RÄVIK S:  

50 Lbs
Awake RÄVIK 3:

50 Lbs

Up to 60 min foiling
(1.9 kWh)

Teenagers   Adults 
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SUITABLE FOR

PACKAGE
INCLUDES

Party Bana deck, BT120 Bana
tent, PACKAGE INCLUDES
premium inflation kit with

120v & 230v Bravo2000 pump,
(2) storage wraps and (2)

repair kits

Dimensions
Inflates: 

132" X 132" X 89"
340 X 340 X 227 CM

Stored: 
Deck: 46" X 30" X 18"

115  X 75 X 44 cm
Tent: 30" X 22" x 15"

76 X 55 X 39cm

WEIGHT: 
Deck: 181 LBS | 82 Kgs
Tent: 79 LBS | 36 Kgs

ASSEMBLY TIME 

25 Min

What I need to know?

 The Party Bana provides the ultimate on
water "party" experience for 8+ adults.
Includes a BT120 Bana Tent for shade
Standard features include: 48" round
removable rock solid inflatable tabletop,
removable netted footwells, inflatable back
rests, Quick Step Access and BanaGrip non-
slip surface. There are also ballast bags for
stability and multiple strong anchoring points
underneath. Create custom systems on the
water with the standardized connection
system found on all AquaBanas products.
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SUITABLE FOR

NOTE:
The dimensions

mentioned above pertain
to our most prevalent

yacht slide size,
measuring 550cm

Dimensions

Various sizes from
375cm to 750cm 

INFLATED: 
227" × 54" | 450 × 138cm 

STORED: 
40" × 35" × 31"

 101 x 83 x 78cm 

WEIGHT:
 269 Ibs | 122 kgs 

ASSEMBLY TIME 

25 Min

What I need to know?
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Yacht Slides are a staple item on Private
and Charter yachts all over the world. The
ultra high quality slides have been
proven on hundreds of yachts and 1000's
of uses since their creation in 2009. Our
ultra tough slides are built with the crew
in mind by using lighter materials with
proper reinforcing, and include inflatable
steps, a water sprayer system and
removable non-slip entry cover sheet.
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SUITABLE FOR

Dimensions

INFLATED:  
177" × 217" × 94* 

450 × 550 × 240cm

STORED:  
45" × 30* × 20* 

115 x 75 × 39cm 

WEIGHT: 
220 Ibs | 100 kgs 

ASSEMBLY TIME 

25 Min

What I need to know?
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TM

AquaBanas excels at manufacturing high
quality ocean pools for yachts of all sizes.
Here is our easy to deploy 450 × 550cm Pool
Bana with removable netting (177" × 217" x 94"
with netting). The super durable welded
construction consists of 20cm drop stitch
thick material and features 70cm walkways
on 3 sides and a 120cm deck on the end (8*
thick, 28" walkways, 47" deck). The Pool Bana
comes with standard Bana connections on 4
sides that allow you to add a Party Bana as
well as park a PC next to it.
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SUITABLE FOR

Premium inflation kit
connector kits 220cm netting,
netted bags (sea weights not
included) with rope and #316
SS quick link, storage wraps

and repair kit 

Dimensions

INFLATED:  
268" × 193" × 95"

 680 × 490 × 240cm 
STORED:  

Deck: 46" × 30° × 20"
 117 x 76 x 50cm 

Net: 46" × 30" × 20* 
117 x 76 × 50cm 

WEIGHT: 
 Deck: 214 Ibs | 97 kgs
 Net: 53 Ibs | 24 kgs 

ASSEMBLY TIME 

25 Min

What I need to know?
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The POP 2 Pool is "U" shaped inflatable that
completes when connected to any Push Off
Bana. The design allows the pool frame to be
quickly added to the Push Off Bana to form a
pool area behind the yacht. This frame is also
designed to accept jelly fish netting, and
weighted bags, if needed. The netting is easily
installed in place with our Gator Mouth
Velcro attachments. The frame of the POP 2
pool has 4 standardized connection locations
that allow any AquaBanas component to be
easily attached. (Push Off Bana and Floating
Quick Step Sold Separately)

PACKAGE
INCLUDES
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SUITABLE FOR

Dimensions

INFLATED:  
132" × 132* × 28* 

340 × 340 x 70cm

STORED:  
46° × 30° × 11* 

117 x 76 x 28cm 

WEIGHT:
 96 Ibs | 44 kgs 

ASSEMBLY TIME 

15 Min

What I need to know?
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PWC BOB Bana offers versatile
storage solutions for personal
watercraft, SEABOB®S, e-foils,
and sports gear of all types on the
deck. It easily connects to other
Banas or it can be anchored
directly to the seabed. Also has
Quick Step Access and ballast
bags for stability. Ask about
customization of any of our PC
Bana decks.

TM
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SUITABLE FOR

The Dance Bana uses a proven
dance pole design and

incorporates it for use on the
water. Great workout and

exercise. Ships on a pallet in 5
pieces.

Dimensions
INFLATED:  

132" × 132" × 128* 
340 × 340 × 326cm

STORED:  
Ships on a pallet in 5

pieces:
 1) 56* × 24" × 20*
 142 x 60 × 50cm 
2) 33* × 30" × 5" 
83 x 76 x 13cm 
3) 33* × 30° × 5" 
83 x 76 x 13cm 
4) 40* × 12" × 9*

 102 x 30 x 23cm 
5) 61°x 7" X 4*

 155 x 18 x 10cm 

WEIGHT:
 1) 165 Ibs | 75 kgs
 2) 57 Ibs | 26 kas
 3) 57 Ibs | 26 kgs
 4) 65 Ibs | 30 kgs 
5) 30 Ibs | 14 kgs 

ASSEMBLY TIME 

25 Min

What I need to know?
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Get the party started with the worlds
first Inflatable Floating Dance pole!
The AquaBanas Dance Bana
comfortably supports over 2000
pounds of weight and is incredibly
stable on the water. Put the pole in
either a locked or spinning position
to fit the needs of the crowd. The
Dance Bana easily connects to
additional AquaBanas decks to
create your own dance club on the
water! Great for poolside events and
can be used on land!

Note

TM
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SUITABLE FOR

Connecter kit (1-gap cap flap,
10 - #316 SS quick link

connectors. 2 - Chain Wraps) 
for use when connecting to
any Bana, storage wrap and

repair kit. Pump sold
separately

Dimensions
INFLATED:  

 87" x 82* × 37* 
220 x 209 x 95cm

STORED:  
30° × 22° × 14* 

75 x 55 x 35cm 

WEIGHT:
77 lIbs | 35 kgs 

ASSEMBLY TIME 

25 Min

What I need to know?

The King Lounger is a
commercial lounger that is 88"
wide, fits 3-4 adults, and sits
firmly on the water. The unit is
designed to fit any of AquaBanas
standard connection modules, or
it can be placed on the beach as
well as float freely on the water.
Talk about versatility! You can
adjust the pressure for absolute
comfort on this incredibly strong
and stable inflatable.

PACKAGE
INCLUDES
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SUITABLE FOR

Dimensions

INFLATED:  
96* × 96* × 38*

 250 × 250 x 96cm 

STORED:  
 45° × 30° × 14*

 115 x 75 x 35cm 

WEIGHT:
116 lbs | 53 kgs 

ASSEMBLY TIME 

25 Min

What I need to know?
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The first of its kind Social Bana will
have you hanging out on the water
with your friends in a whole new
way. Small enough to fit in most
backyard pools, while also being big
enough to have it's presence known
at sand bars, lake fronts or launched
right from your boat. Commercial
built features in a smaller footprint
with quick step access, rock solid
table, netted foot wells and 2 ballast
bags for stability. Add a Bana tent for
some welcome shade. 

TM
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INFLATED:  
 87" x 82* × 37* 

220 x 209 x 95cm

STORED:  
30° × 22° × 14* 

75 x 55 x 35cm 

WEIGHT:
77 lIbs | 35 kgs 

ASSEMBLY TIME 

25 MinC
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What I need to know?

The Catapult sends users swinging or
launching themselves over the water. The
Catapult presents a more approachable
trapeze-style swinging experience than its
larger counterpart, the Skyrocket. An
integrated swim platform and molded
climbing steps on the inside and outside
make it easy to board from the water and
climb onto the swing position. Use the
Catapult as a standalone feature or
connect to any Aquaglide Aquapark
configuration using the D-Ring Interloc
system.30

SUITABLE FOR

Dimensions

 L 16′ x W 13′ x H 15′ (L
4.6m x W 4m x H

4.6m)

ASSEMBLY TIME 

25 Min

 Includes

 Catapult (including
swing seat and trapeze

bar) and repair kit.
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What do I need to know?

44
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y Plane delivery and pickup service for all
your toys, provisions, and everything in
between, anytime, anywhere.
Experience the epitome of luxury with
Aqua Flight's unparalleled services.

Our highly professional team has
mastered the art of delivering your
prized possessions, provisions, and
everything in between, anytime,
anywhere. Our same-day services
ensure that even if you require
something at the eleventh hour, we will
have it delivered to you with utmost
promptness. We understand the
importance of uninterrupted travel,
which is why we can even land at your
boat's doorstep, ensuring that your
clients and their guests are not
disturbed in any way.
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Customized Delivery Options & Expert Logistics 
Support

Aqua Flight Shipping and Logistics is the reliable and personalized partner you can trust
to handle all your water toys shipping and logistics needs.

 With our advanced tracking technology, customized delivery options, and expert
logistics support, we offer a comprehensive solution that caters to individuals and

businesses of all sizes.
 We also go the extra mile by providing additional services such as packaging and

labeling assistance, insurance coverage, and 24/7 support to ensure your satisfaction. 
Plus, with our commitment to sustainability, you can trust us to deliver your packages

while minimizing our environmental impact. 

Contact us today to experience hassle-free shipping and logistics services like never
before.
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